At this time, there are no upcoming trainings. A new schedule will be developed for the next year.

Shout out to Diane Neal and Kerri Martinez for their leadership in the design of the One Plan component. Their knowledge and ideas allowed for a robust, streamlined planning system that can be used for all.

Please submit any district or building shoutouts in our next edition exemplifying the process using the ED STEPS System.

If you have any questions, please contact your Office of Federal Programs consultant. The contact information for your Office of Federal Programs consultant can be obtained from the Address Book within CCIP after accessing it through the OH|ID Portal. For assistance, please contact the Office of Federal Programs at federalprograms@education.ohio.gov.

New Functionality

- Revisions are now enabled as part of any district or building plan. Once the original plan has been approved by the offices of the Ohio Department of Education, a revision may be started to update or edit goal components.

- Rubric feedback has been enabled by clicking on the rubric on the right side of each individual plan. Any returned plan will be marked accordingly. Highlighted recommendations are available to help and support districts and buildings.

- Fiscal resources have been updated with all available funding sources to support the plan.

- Advanced search for SST and agency users has been enabled to filter the state by regions, consultants and required rubrics.

- Navigation with blue tool bar has been added for additional navigation within the One Plan.
HINTS OF THE MONTH

WHERE TO CHECK RUBRIC FOR FEEDBACK

Users can find the required office rubrics on the right side of every required building and districts plan.

Returns plans ☒ Approved plans ☒ Plans not yet reviewed ☐

APPROVAL WORKFLOW

While the Ed STEPS One Plan is in the approval workflow that includes the agency review, the plan is locked. Once the plan is move to “Plan for Execution” the revision process may be started. The One Needs Assessment is not locked except for sending to the One Plan.

ONE PLAN REVISIONS

Any user with editing permissions may start a revision of the One Plan. The plan will copy and then any modifications to the plan may be started. Users may resend goals or strategies from the One Needs Assessment. Any strategy description, action steps or student or adult measures may be modified. Once completed, the revision will be submitted through the approval process this time bypassing the agency review.

SKIPPING SECTIONS

Once through the ED STEPS One Plan, the user may skip sections by clicking the section step.

REFERENCE RUBRICS

Office for Exceptional Children - 11 District Plan
Office for Approaches to Teaching and Professional Learning
Office for Improvement and Innovation
Office of Educator Effectiveness
Office of Exceptional Children
Office of Federal Programs
Office of Intensive Supports
Office of School Sponsorship
Office of Whole Child Supports - Attendance and Chronic Absenteeism
Office of Whole Child Supports - Positive-Behavior Intervention Supports
Office of Whole Child Supports - Vulnerable Youth
Office of Early Learning and School Readiness
Office of Learning and Instructional Strategies